Fluid mechanical modeling of the upper urinary tract
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Abstract
The upper urinary tract (UUT) consists of kidneys and ureters, and is an integral part of the human urogenital system. Yet malfunctioning and complications of the UUT can happen at all stages of life, attributed to reasons such as congenital anomalies, urinary tract infections, urolithiasis and urothelial cancers, all of which require urological interventions and significantly compromise patients’ quality of life. Therefore, many models have been developed to address the relevant scientific and clinical challenges of the UUT. Of all approaches, fluid mechanical modeling serves a pivotal role and various methods have been employed to develop physiologically meaningful models. In this article, we provide an overview on the historical evolution of fluid mechanical models of UUT that utilize theoretical, computational, and experimental approaches. Descriptions of the physiological functionality of each component are also given and the mechanical characterizations associated with the UUT are provided. As such, it is our aim to offer a brief summary of the current knowledge of the subject, and provide a comprehensive introduction for engineers, scientists, and clinicians who are interested in the field of fluid mechanical modeling of UUT.
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INTRODUCTION

The upper urinary tract (UUT) consists of the kidneys and ureters. Its primary function is to collect and transport urine to the bladder, where it is stored and excreted periodically to eliminate biological waste from the human body (Elbadawi, 1996; Fowler et al., 2008; Hickling et al., 2015). The functioning and performance of the UUT underpins the integrity of the human urogenital system, having a significant impact on individual health and well-being. Malfunctions and complications of the UUT can happen at all stages of life, for reasons such as congenital anomalies, urinary tract infections (UTIs), urolithiasis (i.e., urinary stones), and cancers (e.g., kidney cancer and ureteral cancer), all of which require urological interventions. This has motivated the development of many models to gain insight into the various physiological and pathological characteristics of the UUT to address scientific and clinical questions.

Of all approaches, fluid mechanical modeling serves a pivotal role in the study of the UUT. The primary fluid medium within the UUT is urine, whose behavior is governed by well-known fluid mechanical principles, and faithful modeling of the flow environment underpins (mechano-)biological investigations of the UUT. Over the past few decades, a number of theoretical, computational, and experimental efforts have contributed to the realization of anatomically and physiologically meaningful models, and the methodologies adopted by these works are of archival value.

In this article, we focus on the historical evolution of fluid mechanical models of the UUT derived via complementary approaches. To elucidate the basis of all modeling work, we first summarize the physiological and mechanical characterizations of the UUT, and provide the parameter values required to calibrate any fluid mechanical model. Subsequent discussions are divided into three sections based on each modeling approach, that is, reduced order methods, computational methods, and experimental methods. As such, we aim to provide a comprehensive overview of the subject for engineers, scientists, and clinicians interested into fluid mechanical modeling of the UUT, calling forth new perspectives to go beyond the status quo.

PHYSIO-MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATIONS

The UUT is a multi-organ and dynamic system, which requires a large number of parameters to fully describe its mechanical and physiological characteristics. Clinically relevant models depend on selecting physiologically meaningful values for each associated parameter. In this section, we present physiological values from the literature for the fundamental mechanical parameters of the UUT (e.g., geometries, pressures, and flow rates), and briefly discuss the physio-mechanical characteristics of each organ. Note that, all values are taken from the human UUT unless otherwise stated.

2.1 Kidneys

The kidneys are responsible for the production and collection of urine. Each kidney contains around one million functional units (nephrons) that amass urine through a branched collecting system that drains into the renal calyces. All calyceal branches connect to the renal pelvis, and the ureteropelvic junction (UPJ) connects the renal pelvis to the proximal (i.e., close to the kidney) ureter (Figure 1(a)). Mechanical and mathematical characterization of renal physiology have been reviewed by Bykova and Regirer (2005) and Spirka and Damaser (2007), where the circulation of blood and mass transfer in the nephron are discussed. In the current context, that is, to study the urine flow within the UUT, the kidney is often treated as a boundary condition (BC) for the ureter, where the intraluminal renal pelvic pressure (RPP) and inlet flow rate are most relevant parameters.

The actual value of the RPP averages about 12–15 cm H$_2$O (Rattner William et al., 1957; Walzak & Paquin, 1961), and is generally considered to be below 20 cm H$_2$O for healthy individuals. The urine production rate has been shown to vary between 0.3 and 2.4 ml/min for each kidney (Ohlson, 1989), and might be significantly higher for people with pathological conditions such as polyuria and diabetes mellitus.
In terms of relevant dimensions, in a study of 665 adults from 30 to 70 years old (Emamian et al., 1993), 87% of the subjects have transverse diameters of the renal pelvis smaller than 10 mm. The lower limit is not reported, but the average transverse diameter of the fetal renal pelvis (12–25 weeks) has been reported as 3.6 mm (Lobo et al., 2011). The anteroposterior diameter of renal pelvis measures approximately 5 mm at age 18–19, with an upper limit (95 percentile) of 15 mm (Chitty & Altman, 2003; Schaeffer et al., 2016). In the presence of obstruction and subsequent hydronephrosis, the anteroposterior diameter can reach up to 21–38 mm with patient age between 6 weeks and 16 years (Mesrobian, 2009). In the context of fluid mechanical modeling, the renal pelvis is usually treated as a solid boundary, and it is physiologically reasonable to assume a circular cross section of approximately 10 mm in diameter. In the case of oncological patients, tumor growth in the kidney will dynamically alter the regional tissue composition.

FIGURE 1 Illustration of the urinary tract under various physiological and pathological conditions. (a) On the left: a ureter obstructed by a urinary stone and implanted with a Double-J (DJ) stent to maintain drainage. The two pigtails are situated in the renal pelvis and bladder, respectively. On the right: a healthy ureter. (b) On the left: a ureter with congenital ureterovesical junction (UVJ) malfunction, causing primary vesicoureteral reflux (VUR). The VUR, which is the retrograde ascension of urine flow, may induce hydroureter and hydronephrosis. On the right: a ureter with congenital UVJ obstruction, which impedes the drainage of urine and leads to hydronephrosis. (c) Cross sectional view of the ureteral stent. Stages of biofilm and encrustation formation are illustrated on the stent surface. (d) Three dimensional view of the ureteral stent showing a side hole, which is designed to promote exchange between intraluminal (within the lumen of the stent) and extraluminal (between the external surface of the stent and the ureter wall) urinary flows. Structures comprising both biofilm and encrustation can be formed on both internal and external surfaces of the stent, causing further complications for patients.
and the geometry of UUT, which will in turn affect its fluid mechanical performance. Thence, the material properties of the renal pelvis, such as Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio, should be considered when modeling certain physiopathological conditions (Chen et al., 2013).

2.2 | Bladder

The urinary bladder, or simply bladder, is considered as part of the lower urinary tract (LUT), and has been examined quite extensively in urodynamic studies to diagnose and better understand LUT symptoms. In the context of UUT modeling, the bladder compartment is typically introduced as a BC, and its storage volume and pressure profiles are of primary interest.

The bladder is a hollow, distensible organ, which receives urine drained from both ureters and voids periodically (referred to as micturition) through the urethra. The storage volume of bladder varies largely between individuals, but is generally assumed to be around 500 ml (Bykova & Regirer, 2005). According to a retrospective study of 976 urodynamic records from individuals with no pathological conditions, the voided volume averages at 508 (±225) ml for males and 468 (±203) ml for females, which is an indication of the bladder capacity (Aloussi et al., 2010). Further, the bladder capacity has been reported to decrease with age, and can be affected by other diseases (Dionne Ananias et al., 1987). Notably, there is often a small postvoid residual urine volume in the normal bladder. The postvoid volume is generally smaller than 50 ml (Alloussi et al., 2010), and increased residual volumes can cause urinary tract infections (the larger the volume the higher the risk).

The bladder wall is comprised of smooth muscle fibers oriented in different directions. These smooth muscles are collectively known as the detrusor muscle. The true bladder pressure is usually defined as the detrusor pressure, which is calculated by subtracting the intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) from the intravesical pressure (IVP). From conventional urodynamic tests, the IAP is usually taken as the intrarectal pressure, measured with a catheter inserted at least 10 cm into the rectum (McCarthy, 1982). The IVP is the pressure inside the bladder, which is usually measured with a catheter inserted through the urethra. The normal IAP at rest averages at about 8 cm H2O for healthy individuals, and increases to higher baseline levels from supine to standing position (Schäfer et al., 2002). The baseline IAP is also reportedly higher for morbidly obese patients (De Keulenaer et al., 2009).

The detrusor pressure varies during the two defined stages of bladder function, that is, the filling phase, and the voiding phase. The viscoelastic properties of the bladder wall allow for increases in bladder volume with little change in detrusor pressure. During the filling phase, the detrusor muscle stays relaxed, and the detrusor pressure remains small (roughly between 2 and 5 cm H2O). During the voiding phase, the detrusor muscle contracts, causing a rise in detrusor pressure especially in men due to the greater hydraulic resistance offered by the prostate. In the retrospective study of Alloussi et al. (2010), the detrusor pressure at maximum flow rate during micturition is reported as 38.3 (±11.5) cm H2O for males and 32 (±10.6) cm H2O for females, with averaged (peak) flow rates through the urethra higher than 24 ml/s.

A final consideration about bladder physiology relates to its temporal dynamics, which is linked to the urine production rate, and the outflow rate through the urethra. The duration of the filling phase varies largely with the activity of the individual, and can be easily accelerated (decelerated) by increasing (decreasing) the fluid intake. For healthy individuals, the voiding time has been reported to be around 40 s (Alloussi et al., 2010), provided that both bladder capacity and voiding flow rate are within the normal range.

2.3 | Ureters

The ureters are long collapsible fibromuscular tubes that pass urine from the kidneys to the bladder. The proximal ureter starts at the UPJ, and the distal (i.e., close to the bladder) ureter obliquely enters the bladder wall at the ureterovesical junction (UVJ). The ureter passes through the detrusor muscle and travels submucosally for 1.5–2 cm before entering the bladder lumen at the ureteral orifice (Hickling et al., 2015). This creates a valve-like mechanism when the IVP is applied to the UVJ, preventing urine from flowing back up into the ureter (Juskiewenski et al., 1984).

The length of the ureter is approximately 22–30 cm (Hickling et al., 2015), and its diameter varies from 1 to 6 mm with an average of 1.8 mm as measured 1–2 cm below the UPJ (Zelenko et al., 2004). The diameter is physiologically smaller at the UPJ, UVJ, and where the ureters turn medially and cross the common iliac vessels. In the case of
urolithiasis with obstruction, the diameter has been shown to vary between 1 and 20 mm with an average of 7 mm (Zelenko et al., 2004), but could potentially exceed this range depending on the pathological condition.

The intraluminal pressure of the ureter is similar to that of the renal pelvis in healthy ureters, averaging at 13.5 cm H₂O in midureter, and 13 cm H₂O in the lower third of the ureter (Rattner William et al., 1957). These values can be substantially increased in presence of an obstruction (either internal or external) or implanted stent (Cormio et al., 1994; Rattner William et al., 1957; Shao et al., 2009). In some cases, urine flow is modeled as a pressure driven flow with fixed BCs, such that the pressure difference between UPJ and UVJ is prescribed. Considering the values given above, the pressure difference, that is, subtracting IVP from RPP, falls in the order of 2 cm H₂O during the filling phase.

Regarding the structural properties of the ureter, the cross section of contracted human ureter resembles a stellate shape. The thickness of the ureter wall, including epithelium, lamina propria, and muscularis, measures about 1 mm (Wolf et al., 1996). However, it significantly thickens and stiffens with age (Sokolis, 2020; Sokolis et al., 2017). In various UUT studies, ureters are often simplified to straight circular tubes, neglecting the stellate lumen shape.

Finally, to model the compliance of the ureter wall, the distensibility becomes relevant, which is defined as the change in diameter due to the intraluminal pressure (Equation 12), and it has been reported as 2 cm H₂O/mm (Griffiths, 1987). The reported elastic modulus of human ureter is 3.48 ± 0.47 MPa along the longitudinal direction, and 2.31 ± 0.46 MPa in the circumferential direction (Rassoli et al., 2014). These values are important to model the wall dynamics of the ureter, especially in the presence of peristaltic waves.

2.4 Ureteral peristalsis

In the human ureter, smooth-muscle cells located near the renal pelvis (Figure 1(a), (b)) border are thought to act as the pacemakers of ureter peristalsis, which is a traveling contraction wave that drives the flow of urine from the kidneys to the bladder (Rasouly & Lu, 2013). These waves are mostly monophasic, traveling at speeds of approximately 2–3 cm/s, and are typically 6–10 cm in length (Griffiths, 1987, 1989). The peristaltic wave happens about 1–8 times per minute in normal human, and averages about three times per minute (Edmond et al., 1970; Weinberg & Maletta, 1961). According to the measurement taken from 17 healthy adult females, the maximum pressure amplitude averages 17.5 cm H₂O in the midureter, and 22 cm H₂O in the lower ureter (Rattner William et al., 1957). From other studies (i.e., Griffiths, 1987, 1989; Weinberg & Maletta, 1961), this peak pressure value varies between 15 and 50 cm H₂O in normal humans, and is generally larger toward the lower part of ureter.

Note that the ureteral peristalsis is strongly affected by the presence of an implanted ureteral stent, even ceasing completely, as concluded from several experiments using porcine models (Kinn & Lykkeskov-Andersen, 2002; Venkatesh et al., 2005). Retrograde peristalsis, aberrant waves, and incomplete contractions have all been reported. In the study by Venkatesh et al. (2005), all peristaltic movements were stopped regardless of the stent size. Due to the anatomical similarity between porcine and human UUT (Sampaio et al., 1998), it is reasonable to conclude that the same applies to the human UUT. In fact, Mosli Hisham et al. (1991) reported that for patients with indwelling double-pigtail stents the peristaltic waves were sluggish and averaged to 1–2 waves per minute. Therefore, it is common to neglect the peristalsis in fluid mechanical models of stented ureter, especially in experimental investigations. A summary of the values of various parameters used in previous models associated with the ureter is given in Tables A2 and A3 for reference.

2.5 Ureteral stent

Ureteral stents, as an integral part of modern urologist’s armamentarium, are indispensable devices often used to drain UUT in the case of obstruction or to avoid obstruction after an intervention as a complement to Shock Wave Lithotripsy (SWL) or kidney transplant (Halebian et al., 2008). In spite of their common use and various design upgrades since their first introduction in the 1960s (Donahue et al., 2018; Khoo et al., 2018; Mosayyebi, Manes, et al., 2018; Zimskind Paul et al., 1967), pain, bladder irritation, flank pain due to reflux, and sexual dysfunction associated with implanted stents significantly compromise patients’ quality of life (Ringel et al., 2000; Shaw et al., 2005), and may cause serious infections (Scotland et al., 2019). For some patients, such as those with advanced malignant obstruction, or those not fit for definitive surgery, long-term stenting is required. The usual maximum lifespan of an indwelling long-term ureteral
stent is approximately 6 months. However, the real lifespan is often reduced due to a range of complications, which include biofilm formation and infection, obstruction and encrustation. These necessitate more frequent stent replacements, sometimes every few weeks, which is inconvenient for the patient and places an increased burden on the healthcare system. The development of biofilm and encrustation on stent surfaces (Figure 1(c), (d)) therefore remains one of the most challenging topics in both research and clinical studies of the UUT (Ramachandra et al., 2020; Ramsstedt et al., 2019; Sali & Joshi, 2020), and UUT models are often developed to investigate aspects of ureteral stents and their performance.

The state-of-the-art ureteral stents are polymer stents about 24–32 cm in length and 1–2 mm in outer diameter with a circular cross section. Other cross-sectional shapes have also been documented such as multiple shallow grooves on the surface or a three- or four-edged stellate shape (Birch et al., 1988). They usually feature pigtails on each end (Figure 1(a)) as a feature to prevent dislocation, and side holes are often distributed along the whole length of the stent to promote the exchange of intraluminal and extraluminal flows (Figure 1(d)), although the efficacy of side holes is still debatable.

As an alternative to polymer stents, metallic stents are sometimes favored in the case of extrinsic ureteral compression for their higher tensile strength (Hendlin et al., 2012; Khoo et al., 2018). In recent years, research into biodegradable stents has become more active (Barros et al., 2018; Soria et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2017), driven by the need to eliminate the problem of forgotten stents and reduce the number of hospital visits. The current investigations are however primarily focused on the material degradation and stent migration as the stent dissolves. To the best of the authors' knowledge, there is no available report on the fluid mechanical performances of biodegradable stents over time.

To study the performance of stents in a systematic way, various models have been deployed to date under different assumptions. Generally, bench-top in-vitro models allow rapid testing for a range of clinical scenarios, where stents of various material properties and geometries can be tested as is with minimal assumptions. In comparison, both reduced order models and computational models treat indwelling stents as rigid, circular, and hollow tubes. Generally, the geometry and configuration of side holes are faithfully replicated in computational models, and simplified to permeable walls in reduced order models. A summary of the stent parameters previously investigated in UUT models is given in Table A4 for reference.

Furthermore, to evaluate the impact of indwelling time on stent integrity and drainage performance, the material property of stents (especially its variation over time) becomes relevant (Arkusz et al., 2020). Such variation depends not only on the material fatigue caused by body movements, but also on the chemical composition of urine, which promotes the development of biofilm and encrustations and potentially compromises the integrity of the stents (Shilo et al., 2020).

2.6 | Urine

Human urine is not sterile. As a biological waste, it typically contains a wide range of metabolic breakdowns from food, drinks, drugs, and so on, as well as bacterial by-products (Tang, 2017). As a result, the mechanical properties and chemical composition of urine incorporate both intrasubject and intersubject variability. Artificial urine (AU) is therefore often used as the working fluid for most modeling studies to ensure reproducibility. Recipes of AU compositions can be found in Greenwood and O’Grady (1978), Tunney et al. (1996), Schlick and Planz (1998), Mosayyebi, Manes, et al. (2018), Khandwekar and Doble (2011), Barros et al. (2015), Cauda et al. (2017).

The mechanical properties of AU are similar to that of water (and normal urine) with a density of approximately 1 g/cc and dynamic viscosity of 0.01 g/(cm s), and are generally taken as constant. If temperature effects are of interest, the previously reported monotonic variation of kinematic viscosity from 0.011 g/(cm s) at 37°C to 0.007 g/(cm s) at 42°C might be considered (Inman et al., 2013). The working temperature for AU is generally set to be within 35–40°C to simulate the human environment (Cauda et al., 2017, Choong et al., 2000, Chua et al., 2017, Mosayyebi, Manes, et al., 2018, Mosayyebi, Yue, et al., 2018). The pH value of normal human urine averages around 6 (Tang, 2017), and various studies have prescribed pH values between 5 and 9 (Chua et al., 2017; Hobb et al., 2018; Schlick & Planz, 1998) to study the chemical or biological characteristics of urine. Table A5 summarizes the parameters of (artificial) urine previously used in various UUT models.

2.7 | Pathological changes

The UUT is subject to a range of congenital anomalies and acquired pathological conditions. As such, the physio-mechanical characterization of the UUT is subject to differences in terms of topology, pressure, material properties, and
so on. This section discusses some of the common conditions and briefly points out the possible changes of various parameters resulting from anomalies and pathological conditions in a qualitative manner.

Congenital anomalies of the UUT are one of the major concerns among pediatric urology. Common anomalies of the ureter and associated junction structures (e.g., ureterocele) ultimately leads to abnormal urine transport such as obstructions and primary vesicoureteral reflux (VUR), which is the retrograde ascension of urine from bladder back into the ureters. These conditions eventually cause dilation of the renal pelvis (i.e., hydronephrosis) and the affected ureters (i.e., hydroureter or megaureter), as illustrated in Figure 1(b). In such cases, both the change of the junction structure (e.g., restricted opening) and the increase of intraluminal pressure in the UUT need to be considered.

Acquired pathological conditions such as urolithiasis (Figure 1(a)) and upper tract tumors can both impede the normal transport of urine in the UUT, and often require long-term stenting. In the presence of indwelling stent, the normal peristalsis of the ureter wall is reduced or stopped, and the intraluminal pressure is considerably increased (Shao et al., 2009). Furthermore, the presence of stent prevents the UVJ from closing properly and causes secondary VUR (Mosli Hisham et al., 1991), which in turn leads to increased pressures in the ureter and renal pelvis. Notably, due to the extra resistance caused by prostate in male patients, the detrusor pressure during voiding is usually higher than that of women. Therefore, men are more likely to feel the reflux, which is often associated with pain.

Another crucially important issue is the development of biofilm and encrustations over time on the surfaces of inserted urological devices. As the foreign materials are in contact with urine, a layer of absorbed biological substances forms on the material surfaces, referred to as the conditioning film. This film alters the surface roughness and topology of the stent, facilitating adhesion and colonization of various microparticles and microorganisms (Ramstedt et al., 2019; Scotland et al., 2019). This process eventually leads to the formation of biofilm and encrustations on material surfaces (Figure 1(c)). As the biofilm and encrustation grow, the intraluminal flow can be completely hindered (Figure 1(d)). With increasing population of microparticles and microorganisms, the Newtonian viscous fluid model of urine fails, and multiphase, non-Newtonian formulations might be more appropriate (Chrispell & Fauci, 2011; Jiménez-Lozano et al., 2011; Riaz & Sadiq, 2020).

3 | REDUCED ORDER METHODS

One approach to develop theoretical models of the fluid inside a (stented) ureter is to exploit the disparate length scales inherent in the system to obtain reduced models that retain the key physics, but are simpler to solve than full computational models. These models can be used to reveal the underlying mechanisms of the system, and complement full computational simulations in anatomically realistic geometries.

In this context, lubrication theory is often exploited to derive reduced models of the UUT. The use of lubrication theory is motivated by the small aspect ratio of the ureter (i.e., ratio of radius to length is small) and small Reynolds number which allows fluid inertia to be neglected (Carew & Pedley, 1997; Cummings et al., 2004; Lykoudis & Roos, 1970; Roos & Lykoudis, 1971). In the lubrication regime, the flow is predominantly in the axial direction, and the pressure does not vary in the transverse direction. The model geometry is often taken to be axisymmetric or 2D Cartesian.

In most fluid mechanical models of the UUT, the urine is typically modeled as an incompressible Newtonian fluid. Such flow is governed by the continuity equation and the Navier–Stokes (N–S) equations. For the axisymmetric case (no variation in the azimuthal direction and no azimuthal flow), the governing equations are given in the cylindrical polar coordinate system as

\[
\frac{\partial w}{\partial z} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial (ru)}{\partial r} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial z} = \frac{\mu}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial w}{\partial r} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial r} = 0
\]

(1)

where \((z, r)\) are the axial and radial coordinates with corresponding velocity components \((w, u)\), \(\mu\) is dynamic viscosity, and \(p\) is the fluid pressure. The governing equations must be solved subject to appropriate BCs.
Lykoudis and Roos (1970), and Roos and Lykoudis (1971) derived perhaps the earliest reduced order models for the UUT. They modeled the healthy ureter as an axisymmetric tube, and peristalsis of the ureter wall by prescribing the local shape of the ureter wall distal to the collapse as $r = h(z - ct)$, where $h \sim z^n$ is a polynomial function of $z$, $n$ is an arbitrary constant ($n \geq 1$), and $c$ is the speed of the traveling wave (as shown in Figure 2(a)). In a Lagrangian axisymmetric coordinate system moving with the wave speed $c$, the wave appears stationary and the wall moves leftward with speed $c$. The governing Equations (1) are solved subject to:

$$w = -c \text{ at } r = h(z),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\frac{\partial w}{\partial r} = 0 \text{ at } r = 0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$u = 0 \text{ at } r = 0.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

When a catheter is inserted into the ureter (Roos & Lykoudis, 1971), the governing Equations (1) become subject to $w = -c$ at $r = h(z)$, $w = -c$ at $r = a$, and $u = 0$ at $r = a$, where $a$ is the radius of the catheter and $a \leq b$, $b$ being the ureter radius in the collapsed state (Figure 2(a)).

While Roos and Lykoudis (1971) and Lykoudis and Roos (1970) considered the pressure distribution within the ureter due to prescribed peristaltic waves of the ureter wall, their model neglected the bladder and kidney. As a result, a major limitation of these models is that they cannot be used to describe clinical conditions such as reflux. Additionally, material properties of the stent, ureter walls, and so on are overlooked. This was remedied by Cummings et al. (2004),

**FIGURE 2** Schematic sketch for the general setup of reduced models. Different parts of the urinary tract are color coded. (a) Unstented ureter with travelling waves, and the geometry of the reduced ureter model (Lykoudis & Roos, 1970), where $c$ is the wave speed of the peristaltic wave, $b$ is the radius of the occluded ureter, $h$ is the local radius of the expanded ureter. (b) Stented ureter with prescribed renal pelvis and bladder pressures ($P_k$ and $P_b$, respectively) as BCs (Cummings et al., 2004; Siggers et al., 2009). The stent is modeled with permeable walls to incorporate the effect of side holes. Encrustations are also included by the local variation of stent geometry.
who proposed the subsequent model to study reflux within stented ureters. The setup of the model is shown in Figure 2 (b). In this case, the fluid domain consists of the fluid inside the stent (intraluminal), and the fluid between the stent and the ureter wall (extraluminal). One of the advantages of this model is the inclusion of side holes by assuming constant permeability $\lambda$ of the stent wall. Scenarios with different number of side holes on the stent can be modeled by varying the permeability. The BCs state that the inner and outer radial velocities across the stent wall are equal, and no-slip conditions are enforced (no tangential velocity) on either side of the stent walls, that is,

\begin{align}
    w_i &= w_e = 0, \\
    u_i &= \lambda (p_e - p_i) = u_e, \quad \text{at } r = a,
\end{align}

where the subscript $i$ and $e$ denote intraluminal and extraluminal flow, respectively, and $a$ is the radius of the stent. Note that, $p_i$ and $p_e$ are reduced pressures, where the effect of gravity and ambient body pressure are removed (Cummings et al., 2004; Siggers et al., 2009).

Furthermore, to model the compliant ureter, Cummings et al. (2004) introduced a stiffness function $k(z)$, which quantifies how difficult it is to stretch the ureter radially. The dependence on $z$ allows variations in the local stiffness values to model physiological conditions such as obstruction, where the local stiffness is large. The ureter wall is then modeled using a linear elastic model, such that

$$
k(z)[b(z,t) - b_u(z)] = p_i, \quad \text{for } p_i > 0 \quad \text{at } r = b,
$$

where $b(z, t)$ is the internal radius of the ureter as a function of axial location $z$ and time $t$, and $b_u(z)$ is the radius of the ureter at ambient state (note, however, this is a linear approximation of the nonlinear wall). Based on the previous study of Knudsen et al. (1994), the stiffness can be estimated as $k = 41 \text{ cm H}_2\text{O/mm}^2$.

The axial BCs are given by the reduced renal pelvis pressure $P_k$ and the bladder pressure $P_b$, which are non-dimensionalized to remove the ambient body pressure (i.e., IAP) and the effect of gravity. Having determined the flow field, the reflux volume (i.e., flow volume of VUR) can be evaluated by integrating the resulting velocity field over the modeled domain within the ureter.

Following this, Waters et al. (2008) improved their previous model (Cummings et al., 2004) by including the nonlinear elastic properties of the ureter wall. They performed a systematic investigation of the correlation between the pressure pulses in the bladder and the resulting VUR volume in the ureter. In this model, the ureter wall is modeled as elastic membrane with natural (unstretched) cross-sectional area $A$ that expands only in the radial direction (neglecting axial stretch), and the tension is assumed to be a nonlinear function (Fung, 1967) of the radial stretch $f(\lambda) = k (e^{\alpha(\lambda - 1)} - 1)$, where $\lambda$ is the ratio between the strained and unstrained ureter diameter, $k$ is the stiffness of the wall, and $\alpha$ is a positive constant describing how rapidly the membrane tension varies with ureter radius ($\alpha = 1$ is usually accepted). As such, $f(1) = 0$ denotes zero stress in the relaxed state. The wall inertia is also neglected since the time scale over which the ureter wall achieves equilibrium is much smaller compared to that of the flow. This work also included the renal pelvis as an elastic bag of constant bulk stiffness $k_r$ and pressure $P_r(t)$, a function of time $t$. The pressures at the two ends of the ureter are then taken as those in the renal pelvis and bladder, respectively. The renal pelvis pressure is defined as the sum of equilibrium pressure plus the pressure caused by the volume expansion, that is, $P_r = P_r, \text{stat} + k_r \Delta V$, where $k_r$ is the bulk stiffness. The governing equations, after non-dimensionalization, are reduced to two equations

\begin{align}
    \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial Q}{\partial z} &= 0, \quad (7) \\
    \frac{\partial^2 P_s}{\partial z^2} &= d(P_s - P_u), \quad (8)
\end{align}

where $A$ is the ureter cross-sectional area, $Q$ is the total urine flux within the ureter, $P_s$ is the pressure within the stent, and $P_u$ is the pressure in the extraluminal space (Siggers et al., 2009). The pressure values, $P_s$ and $P_u$, are set to zero initially, when the fluid is stationary and the ureter cross section area is equal to $A$. The rise and subsequent fall back of
bladder pressure due to voiding (or spasms) is then modeled dynamically as \( P_b = P_{b,\text{max}} \sim \sin^2(\pi t/T) \), where \( P_{b,\text{max}} \) is the maximum bladder pressure, and \( T \) is the duration of bladder activity. Consequently, the BCs are given as

\[
P_s = P_u = P_b(t) = \sin^2(\pi t), \quad 0 \leq t \leq T, \quad \text{at } z = L.
\]

With this model, different cases of the pressure wave pulses (extreme values and pulse duration) can be examined in relation to the volume of VUR. Their results demonstrated a strong positive correlation between the VUR volume and increasing peak bladder pressure. The authors argue that the VUR exacerbates stent encrustation by bringing the bladder urine (which has a higher concentration of salt) and bacteria back to the ureter and renal pelvis.

Siggers et al. (2009) extended the model of Cummings et al. (2004) to incorporate urine production by the kidney (with a prescribed flux), and axial variations of the stent wall thickness due to encrustations (local variations of stent radius, as shown in Figure 2(b)), while other properties of the ureter wall, stent and BCs remained the same. Two types of bladder pressure pulses were prescribed to model bladder spasms and bladder voiding with triangular (spasm) and trapezoid (voiding) pressure waves, respectively. Their results confirm that the total reflux is proportional to the pressure elevation inside the bladder, and that the functionality of the UVJ is important in preventing reflux. This model would allow investigations of VUR and bladder physiology in a quantitative manner, which is clinically relevant considering the paucity of VUR data.

In contrast to the axisymmetric models discussed above, Griffiths and colleagues studied the pressure flow within collapsible tubes of finite length (Griffiths, 1985, 1987, 1989; Griffiths et al., 1987). This model assumes that the tube is uniform in shape and the axial rate of change of \( s \) remains relatively small. The fluid pressure is related to the wall mechanics via the tube law

\[
p = p_{\text{pas}}(s) + p_{\text{act}}(s, z - ct),
\]

where \( p_{\text{pas}} \) is the passive contribution that depends only on the wall separation \( s \), and \( p_{\text{act}} \) is the active contribution that depends on the contraction of the ureter muscular wall traveling at axial velocity or wave speed \( c \). The active pressure wave \( p_{\text{act}} \) is symmetrical and triangular in form with a total length of \( 2l \) and a peak value of \( p_{\text{max}} \). Linear relations of the pressure distribution is then assumed such that

\[
\frac{dp_{\text{pas}}}{ds} = \gamma, \quad \frac{dp_{\text{act}}}{ds} = 0,
\]

\[
\frac{dp_{\text{act}}}{dz} = \pm \frac{p_{\text{max}}}{l},
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the distensibility of the passive ureter, \( p_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum amplitude of the active contraction wave, and \( 2l \) is the total length of the active wave. By varying the peristalsis frequency, and hence the mean flow rate, four different types of solutions are obtained. Two of these solutions, that is, isolated fluid boluses and boluses in contact, are steady solutions similar to those proposed in the 1970s. The fluid pressure is maintained at a low value and the kidney is isolated from modest changes in bladder pressure. The other two unsteady solutions are attributed to the finite tube length, that is, leaky bolus flow and open tube flow, in which the boluses are less well defined and the contraction waves are in general not completely occlusive. These two types of solutions happen at higher mean flow rates, such that the fluid pressure exceeds the tube pressure and forces the collapsed ureter to open. As such, the peristaltic contractions of the ureter may even hinder the urine flow.

Last but not least, it is worth pointing out that urine has also been modeled as a multiphase fluid and/or non-Newtonian fluid in several studies using reduced order methods to address pathological changes of urine (Jiménez-Lozano, 2009; Jiménez-Lozano et al., 2011; Jiménez-Lozano & Sen, 2010; Rath & Reese, 1984; Riaz & Sadiq, 2020).
The multiphase model is appropriate when the population of (micro-) particles such as urine precipitation or stone fragments becomes significant. The solution procedure usually starts with solving the velocity field, and then to use the result in the Basset–Boussinesq–Oseen (BBO) equation for particles with small Stokes numbers (Jiménez-Lozano, 2009, Jiménez-Lozano et al., 2011, Jiménez-Lozano & Sen, 2010, Rath & Reese, 1984, Riaz & Sadiq, 2020). The BBO equation for the motion of a particle can be written as the sum of forces acting on it, that is, the Stoke's drag, the pressure force, the virtual mass (due to the inertia of accelerating or decelerating particles), the Basset force (due to the relative acceleration between particles with respect to the fluid), and the body force (e.g., gravity). With the initial conditions of particle position and velocity, the BBO equation can be solved numerically to obtain the particle position in time. As such, independent particle trajectories can be solved, and the dispersion of particles can be analyzed under different flow conditions.

In a two-dimensional ureter model with infinite sinusoidal waves and different contraction level, the resulting particle trajectory reveals a positive correlation between contraction level and particle transportation. The efficacy of particle trapping (due to the recirculation of local streamlines) is shown to increase with the amplitude ratio $\phi$ of the peristaltic wave, defined as the wave amplitude over the ureter radius such that $\phi = 0$ corresponds to a constant-area tube, while $\phi = 1$ describes a completely occluded tube (Jiménez-Lozano, 2009; Jiménez-Lozano & Sen, 2010). Following that, Jiménez-Lozano et al. (2011) implemented a model assuming an axisymmetric tube containing an incompressible, Newtonian fluid, in which identical, solid spheres are distributed. The number of trapped particles is shown to increase as the flow rate in the moving frame increases, which describes the difference between the wave propagation speed and the urinary flow velocity (Jiménez-Lozano et al., 2011). These results may be used to simulate the aggregation and sedimentation of crystalline particles, bacteria, or stone fragments in the urinary tract, which are important processes involved in encrustation and biofilm formation on urological devices.

Finally, there exist a few studies to model urine as a non-Newtonian fluid, such that the viscosity is no longer constant under different stress levels (Hariharan et al., 2008; Rath & Reese, 1984). This assumption might be appropriate when considering pathological changes to the urine such as haematuria and bacteriuria, although experimental validation of urine viscosity under pathological conditions might be needed to fully justify the use of these models.

4 | COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

4.1 | Computational fluid dynamics models

One of the advantages of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models is the convenience to simulate multiple configurations by systematically varying the model parameters, allowing for more comprehensive analyses in a cost/time efficient manner. There are several commercially available CFD packages, for example, ANSYS (Ansys Inc., PA) and COMSOL Multiphysics (Comsol Inc., Stockholm, SE), or open source software, for example, OpenFOAM, with considerable amount of tutorials and examples for general introductions on their implementation.

In CFD models, the ureter is often modeled as a solid tube with various shapes (Figure 3(a)–(d)), and the flow regime within an identified computational domain is solved. They are mostly used to study the design parameters and configurations of ureteral stents for the convenience mentioned above. Tong et al. (2006) published probably the first CFD study of the stented ureter, where the intraluminal and extraluminal urine flow were evaluated for several side hole configurations, such as number of side holes (0, 11, and 17), their angular position, and inner diameter. They also introduced partial blockages either internal or external to the stent, and showed that only the side holes immediately upstream and downstream of local blockages were active (i.e., they exchanged intraluminal and extraluminal flows). Additionally, Tong et al. (2006) claims that the majority of side holes serve no clear function in the absence of blockages.

To further study the effect of local obstructions, Carugo et al. (2014) and Clavica et al. (2014) computed the 2D laminar flow field of an obstructed ureteral stent, as illustrated in Figure 3(e). This model was used to study the flow in the vicinity of a side hole, especially in the small cavity between a complete obstruction and the first downstream side hole. It was hypothesized that low-velocity cavity flow may cause entrapment of particulate bodies (i.e., encrustation crystals or bacterial cells). The BCs in this study were defined as follows: stent and ureter walls were stationary, and no slip condition was applied on all surfaces; urine flowed into the stent upstream of the obstruction and was the only source of incoming fluid; and the outlet pressure was fixed at 0 Pa, meaning that no bladder activity was incorporated. The results suggest that the number of laminar vortices forming in the cavity increases with larger gap size $D$ and smaller
extraluminal space $H$, as defined in Figure 3(e), leading to increased risk of developing encrustation. This conclusion suggests a higher rate of encrustation in the downstream vicinity of obstructions, such that the axial location of side holes relative to the obstruction could be of clinical interests.

Simulations of urine flow in stented ureters with different configurations in terms of ureter geometry, stent architecture, and local stenosis have been carried out extensively over the past few years (Kim et al., 2015a, 2015b; Kim et al., 2017a, 2017b; Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, Baba, & Suh, 2020). Notably, the geometry of the curved ureter (Figure 3(d)) adopted by Kim et al. (2015b) is reconstructed from real human ureters, using computed tomography (CT) images of the UUT from 19 healthy males. The renal pelvis and bladder are modeled by two conical chambers at each end (Figure 3(c), (d)). Their results, in contradiction to the previous conclusion from Tong et al. (2006), suggest that the side holes are active even without stenosis, and a larger number of side holes even increases the total flow rate, although to a very limited extent. The flow exchange through these side holes seems to be more effective in the curved ureter models than in the straight ones.

In consecutive studies more configurations of the stent/ureter model are studied to understand the effect of side holes and the ureter diameter (Kim et al., 2015a; Kim et al., 2017a, 2017b; Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, Baba, & Suh, 2020). In the work of Kim et al. (2017a), 20 cases are studied with different levels of ureteral stenosis (33, 52, 74, and 88% blockage based on cross sectional area) and with several side hole configurations. It is shown that side holes around the stenosis increase the total flow rate, in agreement with Tong et al. (2006), and that this enhancement increases with higher degree of stenosis blockage. Effects of the overall ureter shape, that is, tubular, funnel-shaped, and undulated are also studied by Kim et al. (2017b) and Kim, Choi, Lee, Baba, and Suh (2020), and the authors concluded that the
ureter shape closest to the human ureter (such as that from a CT scan) should be always considered first to obtain more accurate results. Recently, Mosayyebi et al. (2019) and De Grazia et al. (2020) conducted CFD simulations on stent-on-chip (SOC) models to understand the microscopic wall shear stress (WSS) distribution in proximity to a urinary obstruction. One computational setup is illustrated in Figure 3(f), and the dimensions of the microfluidic device are similar to those of a stented ureter. The study is focused on local geometry changes of stents, such as the shape of the side holes and the thickness of stent walls. Their computational result, combined with experimental results, show an inverse correlation between the magnitude of WSS and the deposition rate of encrusting particles, and a positive correlation between bacterial coverage area and number of cavities in the flow. The authors managed to manipulate the magnitude of WSS by optimizing the stent wall thickness, streamlining the side hole cross sectional shape, and by including multiple side holes in the vicinity of the obstruction (De Grazia et al., 2020; Mosayyebi et al., 2019).

4.2 Fluid–structure interaction models

Fluid–structure interaction (FSI) models, as indicated by the name, are often implemented to explore the interactions between the fluid and the solid components of the UUT. They differ from CFD models by modeling the structural behavior of solid surfaces with constitutive equations instead of rigid boundaries. Several computational packages can be used with FSI solvers, such as ANSYS (Ansys Inc., PA) or ADINA (ADINA R & D, Inc., MA).

The earliest available FSI study of the urinary system is given by Vahidi and Fatouraee (2007) and Vahidi et al. (2011), where peristalsis of the ureter is revisited after the reduced order models previously proposed. In this context, the fluid domain is governed by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations, and the solid part (denoted by the superscript \( s \)), that is, ureter wall, is modeled as a linear elastic material such that

\[
\rho^s \frac{\partial^2 d^s}{\partial t^2} - \nabla \cdot \sigma = B, \tag{14}
\]

where \( \rho^s \) is the solid density, \( d^s \) is the solid displacement, \( \sigma \) is the Cauchy stress tensor, and \( B \) is the body force. Note that, the displacement of the solid as a result of its interaction with fluid is solved here, whereas in peristalsis models presented before the motion of the wall is prescribed.

In terms of the material properties of the ureter wall, Rassoli et al. (2014), Sokolis et al. (2017), Sokolis (2019, 2020) are among the few who provided studies on the strain–stress properties of human ureters. In a complementary approach, Toro and Siviglia (2013) formulated a one-dimensional time-dependent nonlinear mathematical model for collapsible tubes with discontinuous mechanical properties. These works might be useful for case studies to model pathologically affected ureters, where wall thickness, Young’s modulus and cross sectional area can be discontinuous. At the interface of the fluid–solid (F–S) domain (denoted by the superscript \( f \) and \( s \), respectively), the no-slip condition is imposed (Vahidi et al., 2011; Vahidi & Fatouraee, 2007), where the displacement and velocity on the F–S interface, respectively, remain such that

\[
d^f = d^s, \\
\frac{\partial d^f}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial d^s}{\partial t}. \tag{15}
\]

The dynamic coupling condition is given by continuity of normal and tangential stress:

\[
n \cdot \sigma^f = n \cdot \sigma^s, \tag{16}
\]

where \( n \) is the unit vector normal to the interface. The solution was obtained using the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian formulation (Hirt et al., 1974), which allows the mesh to move arbitrarily to precisely track the deformation of the interface between the fluid domain (Eulerian) and the solid domain (Lagrangian). Further discussions on the solution method can be found in Benra et al. (2011). It was shown that the flow rate increased almost linearly with the height of
the peristaltic wave (i.e., the level of ureter wall contraction), and retrograde reflux of urine at the start of the contraction was observed.

In a consecutive study, Vahidi and Fatouraee (2012) incorporated in-vivo morphometric data of the ureteral lumen during peristalsis. The ureter is modeled as an axisymmetric tube with a urine bolus traveling inside due to peristalsis. In contrast to the study by Vahidi et al. (2011), the ureteral wall was modeled as an hyperelastic material using the Arruda-Boyce model (Arruda & Boyce, 1993). The ureteral wall was fixed at both ends as a BC for the solid domain. Their results showed a smaller flow rate compared to previous reported values due to the back flow of urine into the kidney.

Takaddus and Chandy (2018) presented the first full three-dimensional FSI model on obstructed ureters with peristaltic waves. The ureter is modeled as a 30 cm long tube with its two ends fixed, and the stone is modeled as a fixed spherical obstruction of varying size. The wall is modeled based on ex-vivo experimental data from Rassoli et al. (2014), assuming a nearly incompressible material. The peristalsis is considered to be a Gaussian pulse of expansion forces creating a deformation of length 10 mm and 1 mm in diameter, with a maximum pressure value of $2.1 \times 10^5$ Pa traveling at 2 cm/s toward the outlet of the ureter. The results, interestingly, suggested that both shear stress and pressure distribution profiles (two of the most important parameters to quantify the effect of an obstruction) are similar to a 2D simulation of the same problem assuming axisymmetry (Takaddus et al., 2018), which is computationally cheaper.

To include further components of the urinary system, one may also prescribe a BC to include the functionality of UVJ, which acts like a valve to close the ureter during the voiding phase and prevent reflux (Juskiewenski et al., 1984). Villanueva et al. (2015, 2018) studied the UVJ competence, where the ureter wall is modeled as a viscoelastic material after Yin and Fung (1971). The pressures needed to collapse the ureter tube with different diameter, wall thickness, and length are studied. A volcano-type of UVJ connection, where the ureter is surrounded by mucosa at the ureteral orifice (forming a volcano-like surface), is shown to require 78% less closing pressure than that for the golf-type orifice (flush surface), and that the intravesical length of the ureter does not affect the closing pressure.

Finally, Gómez-Blanco et al. (2016) designed a study to justify the need of FSI methods in urinary flow simulations in comparison with CFD models. In that study, the ureteral wall is modeled as an isotropic hyperelastic quasi-incompressible material. Experimental data of stress–strain curves found in the literature are used to fit the material models tested in the study, that is, neo-Hookean, Mooney–Rivlin, Yeoh, and one-term Ogden model (Gómez-Blanco et al., 2016). The parameters in each model are fitted in the axial direction using published ex-vivo test data (Rassoli et al., 2014). The F–S interface is treated using Equations (15) and (16). Their results, however, suggest that the stented ureter with urine flow behaves nearly as a rigid body, and could be replaced by a simple CFD simulation, at least for the test conditions reported therein. Even though the assumptions of the ureter model is arguable, that is, isotropy and quasi-incompressibility, this conclusion calls for further investigations to evaluate the use of advanced numerical methods such as FSI.

## 5 | EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

To complement theoretical and computational models, in-vitro experiments of various kind have been carried out. These experimental models can be grouped into three categories: reactor models, where the purpose of study is focused on the chemical/biological aspects to understand biofilm formation and encrustation processes; flow models, where the fluid dynamics of the urine flow is probed; and microfluidic models, where small scale flow characteristics of order 0.1 mm are analyzed in relation to the behavior of microparticles. An overview of the components, considerations, and general solutions to the design and construction of experimental models of the urinary system is given in Figure 4.

### 5.1 | Reactor models

The reactor models, as defined above, focus on the biological/chemical aspects (such as bacterial growth with macroscale analysis) of the urinary system. In this review, we omit the discussions on sample preparation and bacterial/chemical behaviors at micron and sub-micron scales. Instead, the focus is on the methodologies to simulate the UUT and the considerations/limitations associated with each model.

The earliest experiments focus mainly on the physiological functioning of the bladder, for example, volume capacity, residual volume and voiding frequency, to study the bulk bacterial growth (O’Grady & Pennington, 1966) and/or bacterial susceptibility to antibiotics (Greenwood & O’Grady, 1978). The bladder is often modeled as a static flask of
about 400 ml in volume, with periodic voiding at predetermined time cycles (e.g., from every 100 min to 16 h) to simulate the micturition. Different values for postvoiding residual volume are also simulated by reserving 3–30 ml of urine in the bladder model. O’Grady and Pennington (1966) demonstrated that frequent micturition can reduce the amount of microbial organisms in the urinary tract. To model the functionality of the kidney, O’Grady and Pennington (1966) implemented a metering pump to simulate a urine production rate of 1 ml/min, whereas Greenwood and O’Grady (1978) included an “artificial kidney” (or gradient forming device, Mixo-Grad, Gilson Medical Electronics, WI) to simulate the renal excretion of antimicrobial agents. The gradient forming kidney model could be useful to study the synergy of antibiotics for the urinary system, or to prescribe the temporal condition of the chemical environment in the UUT.

To test the dynamics of microorganisms (or biofilm induced urinary stones) in a physiologically realistic scenario, the model proposed by Hobbs et al. (2018) is appropriate. The kidney and bladder analogues are made from the CDC Biofilm Reactor (BST Corp., MT), which comes with a stirring vane and eight suspended coupon holders attached to the lid, providing 24 disk-shaped coupons for periodic sampling of attached bacteria and precipitates. To simulate micturition periodically, the bladder analogue is emptied every four hours, leaving a residual volume of approximately 25 ml. Results from the model reveal the time-lagged retrograde ascension of microbes from the bladder into the kidney, which is impossible to capture using previous models.

With the invention of ureteral stents in the late 1960s, much attention has focused on understanding the interaction between microorganisms and stents. Various reactor models have been developed to investigate the stent’s susceptibility to biofilm development and encrustations. Regarding the fluid dynamics, both static and active models have been introduced. Static models usually incorporate a large reservoir or tank filled with AU, where the stent samples are submerged. One reactor model was designed by Tunney et al. (1996), consisting of a simple Perspex tank hosted in an incubator at 37°C. The tank is filled with AU and is constantly agitated by two magnetic stirrers. Multiple sections of stents were submerged in the AU and were removed at suitable time intervals to analyze the formed encrustations. Urease was included to mimic the effects of urea-splitting bacteria. Their results show a 60% surface coverage within 2 weeks and 100% by 10 weeks. Encrustations are mainly composed of hydroxyapatite and struvite, based on their analysis using infrared and X-ray diffraction spectroscopy. The obvious disadvantage of the static model is the lack of physiological functionalities such as micturition, which significantly influences the growth of chemicals and
microorganisms. To simulate the dynamics of physiological conditions, Choong et al. (2000) introduced the micturition cycle of the bladder by including a siphon at the bladder outlet, which empties the bladder chamber when the volume of urine reaches 300 ml. The volume can be changed by altering the height of the siphon. Other parts of the model consist of rigid glass parts representing a kidney, a ureter, and a bladder, connected in such a way to resemble the UUT. With this model, various stent materials can be tested for encrustation rates using artificial and human urine, respectively, in a physiologically-realistic environment. However, only one stent can be tested at a time, which limits the possibility of long term experiments with a large number of stent samples.

A possible solution to test multiple samples simultaneously is another type of model which incorporates only the ureter (e.g., simply a glass tube), and prescribes the urine flow rate using volumetric pumps (Cauda et al., 2017; Gorman et al., 2003; Hobbs et al., 2018). The model from Gorman et al. (2003) consists of a glass reaction vessel to represent the ureter, where three mandrels with stent samples on them are anchored in the rubber stoppers at each end. The inflow and outflow rates are at 10 ml/min, driven by a pump connected to an AU reservoir. The reaction vessels, pumping system and reservoir were all maintained at 37°C. This setup allows direct comparison of stent encrustation for different indwelling duration by keeping all other factors (e.g., geometry, flow rate, and pressure drop across the stent) constant during experiments, which helps to reduce random sources of error. Their results suggest that the encrustations under static conditions are significantly higher (in terms of mass, as measured by Atomic Absorption Spectrometry) than those under dynamic conditions, and therefore challenges the direct applicability of static reactor models. The same approach was also adopted by Cauda et al. (2017) for long-term quantification of encrustations (up to 6 months) on double-J stents, where the composition and amount of encrustations were analyzed using a Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope. A drawback of this type of model is the steady flow circulation, where outflow rate is equivalent to the inflow rate due to the closed ureter model, without the periodic filling and voiding of bladder. As such, the actual growth rate of biofilm and encrustations might be different as the bladder activity will affect the bacterial growth too.

\subsection{5.2 Flow models}

Some flow models focus mainly on the drainage capabilities to evaluate the performance of stent designs. As a consequence, the functionality of these in-vitro systems is largely simplified. For example, Hofmann and Hartung (1989) modeled the ureter as a 9-F (3 mm) polyvinyl tube with a stent inside, while a reservoir chamber at the top was used to model the kidney. To simulate urinary obstructions at different locations, three threads were tied around the tubing. The set-up therefore allows the evaluation of the intraluminal drainage capabilities of stents. Hofmann and Hartung (1989) also used an explanted cadaverous human urinary system to insert stents of various designs, and concluded that the ESWL (Extracorporeal SWL) stent with stellate cross section demonstrated the best drainage performance.

A similar model was also developed by Lange et al. (2011) to test drainage of specific stent designs. It consists of a silicone based cannula with wall thickness and elasticity similar to those of a porcine ureter, and a reservoir on top to mimic the kidney. A UltraCal30 (USG Corp., IL) casted sphere is inserted to mimic an obstruction. The head pressure is maintained by keeping a water column of 20 cm constant in the reservoir with a circulating pump. By comparing the total flow rates with different indwelling stents, it is shown that the drainage efficiency is affected by various design features of the stent, and is not solely correlated with the stent diameter.

To investigate the intraluminal flow of the stent, Olweny et al. (2000) designed a model without simulating the UUT, but directly connecting two stopcocks at each end of the nonfenestrated stent segment. Two glass columns of diameter 2.8 mm are then mounted to the vertical arm of the stopcocks, and the pressure difference is given by the water column height. The incoming flow rate is regulated by an infusion pump running at a constant flow rate from 2 to 10 ml/min, and the outflow is collected and measured at the outlet of the stent. The characteristic hydraulic resistance of each stent sample is calculated according to Poiseuille’s law. However, their in-vitro results failed to agree with in-vivo data, which can be partially attributed to the morphological and functional changes of ureter (i.e., reduced or lost of peristalsis), associated with indwelling stents.

Most recently, Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, and Baba (2020) proposed a UUT model with a pressure driven flow setup, consisting of two large square tanks (side length of 50 cm) containing fluids at different levels, and a ureter model connected in between. The ureter model is manufactured by molding silicone into a ureter mold resembling a real human ureter, based on measurements from CT scans. To start the experiment, the fluid levels at each tank are set to 20 cm (at the kidney side) and 4 cm (at the bladder side), respectively, and the resulting pressure difference drives the flow. The results on the total flow rate from different stents suggest an inverse correlation with the stent diameter, suggesting
higher resistance for stents with larger diameter. It is also shown that the curved and undulated ureter model demonstrates reduced flow rates compared to the straight model. Therefore, curved and undulated configurations (being more physiological) should be adopted for more meaningful and clinically relevant studies.

Toward more realistic physiological conditions, both ureteral peristalsis and body movement have been briefly attempted. Graw and Engelhardt (1986) designed perhaps the only experiment with reference to the ureteral peristalsis. The model ureter consists of 24 inflatable cuffs (air cushions) surrounding a thin-walled inner tube with four lobes resembling a cross-like shape. The inner tube can be dilated as bolus of fluid (or a catheter) enters, and the cuffs can be inflated for a total occlusion of the inner tube. As such, the peristaltic wave, and consequently bolus of fluid, can be produced by periodically adjusting the pressure levels in each cuff. From the pressure measurements, both intraluminal and maximum contraction pressure are shown increase with larger catheter diameters, and it is recommended that the maximum catheter size should not exceed the half-width of the lumen, with reference to the uromanometrogram in urological practice.

To simulate the respiratory and skeletal movement, Stoller et al. (2000) designed a mechanical urinary model, which is the only study to date addressing the effect of body movement on the flow rate within stented ureters. The movement between stent and the surrounding ureter wall is introduced by oscillating the stent through a prescribed excursion distance of 1 cm along the axial direction. The renal pelvis is simulated with a funnel with a constant water level. The ureter is modeled by several rigid tubes with varying internal diameters. Water passing through and/or around the stent is collected over a certain period of time. To differentiate between the intraluminal and extraluminal flows, a guide wire was used to obstruct the stent lumen to measure the extraluminal flow volume. Their results show that spiral-ridged double-J stents provide the greatest flow rate, and that the axial movement increases drainage of the spiral-ridged stents. From a fluid mechanical perspective, the results are not surprising as the axial movement imposes a pressure gradient due to the spiral ridge on the stent surface.

In terms of bladder movement, the expansion/collapse of the bladder wall with increasing/decreasing internal volume is also important but rarely incorporated. The model proposed by Kim et al. (2011) is of interest here. The bladder model, made in the form of a hemispherical capsule, incorporates an inner rubber membrane, and a gap between the membrane and the external capsule. The rubber membrane can be filled up to a specific volume between 100 and 600 ml, and air can be injected into the hemispherical gap using a syringe pump to replicate the abdominal pressure. This special configuration allows simulations of physiological volume-pressure curves, which might be used for patient specific models. Micturition is also realized by opening the outlet valve when the target peak bladder pressure is reached. Four pressure transducers were installed at the inlet (ureter) and outlet (urethra) hoses of the bladder model, and at 1/3 and 2/3 height within the bladder capsule, respectively, to monitor the pressure difference in the bladder. The peak bladder pressure during micturition is measured between 20 and 80 cmH2O, which is within the physiological range.

In addition to studies evaluating the overall performance of stents, growing interest on the mechanism of development of biofilm and encrustations has also sparked experimental models at smaller scales. Carugo et al. (2013) and Clavica et al. (2014) designed an in-vitro transparent model based on porcine ureter characteristics. The ureter model incorporates a small cylindrical chamber (20 mm in diameter and 36 mm in height) as the renal pelvis proximal to the ureter. The actual ureter model is further divided into upper, middle, and lower segments with varying diameters based on ex-vivo measurements from eight pig ureters. Furthermore, they modeled different obstructions using plastic spheres to create different blockage ratios in the cross sectional area. Inlet pressure is recorded using a transducer placed in the renal pelvis chamber, and the outlet of the ureter is maintained at atmospheric pressure. The flow is driven by a syringe pump at constant rate. The working fluid is a solution of glycerol and deionized water. Five different viscosities are realized to mimic different urine characteristics, that is, caused by pathological changes. The results established a relation between the fluid viscosity, flow rate, and the renal pressure, showing that a small increase in the obstructed area will significantly increase the renal pressure for a given viscosity and flow rate. Notably, these studies (Carugo et al., 2013; Clavica et al., 2014) are the first to perform flow visualization experiments inside a transparent ureter model using fluorescent particles. Microscopic images revealed laminar vortices in the cavity downstream of the obstruction (similar to that in Figure 3(e)). Possible relations between these laminar vortices and encrustation are discussed, and it is hypothesized that laminar vortices may act as anchoring sites for encrusting deposits and bacteria.
5.3 Microfluidic models

To examine smaller scale features, microfluidic “SOC” models (i.e., experimental counterparts of the computational models shown in Figure 3(f)), have been developed by Mosayyebi, Yue, et al. (2018) using a microchip to study the hydrodynamics of stent-ureter interactions. In general, the polydimethylsiloxane chip incorporates a large and a narrow channel, representing the intra- and extraluminal compartments of a stented ureter, respectively. The two compartments are separated by a 0.5 mm thick wall (stent wall thickness). Obstructions in the ureter are represented by a cavity upstream of two side holes (Figure 3(f)). The flow is driven by a peristaltic pump, circulating supersaturated AU at flow rates of 1 and 10 ml/min. Fluorescent tracer particles of 5.6 μm mean diameter are suspended in the fluid, and the circulation is maintained for 90 min for each experiment. Microscope images are then taken to observe encrusting precipitations from the AU near the cavity and side holes. By comparing to the numerical results, an inverse correlation between WSS magnitude and particle accumulation is revealed. In the consecutive study by Mosayyebi et al. (2019), the same model was used to investigate the effects of varying stent thickness and side-hole shapes, and a novel streamlined side-hole architecture was proposed that led to a significant reduction in the amount of particle deposition.

To further study the bacterial attachment in ureteral stents, the SOC devices from (Mosayyebi et al., 2019; Mosayyebi, Yue, et al., 2018) are modified by De Grazia et al. (2020) to simulate more complex obstructions of the stented ureter. The ureter is modeled as a 5 mm wide channel, and side holes are included as openings between the intra- and extraluminal channels. The bacterial coverage area was found to be directly proportional to the number of cavities in the model, which were associated with low WSS levels. Finally, the fluid mechanical characteristics are deemed as key factors for a novel technology solution against bacterial attachments.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Judging from the increasing number of publications on the subject over the past ten years, a resurgence of fluid mechanical studies of the UUT is evident. Table A1 gives an overview of previous studies of the urinary tract using different modeling methods, focusing on various physiological and pathological conditions at various scales. The table reveals the gaps in the development of methodologies and models in the study of UUT. Reduced order methods exploit the disparate length scales inherent in the system to obtain results that retain the key dominant physics, but they are less directly clinically applicable in terms of specific geometrical features, and therefore complement full computational models. Computational models are more capable to capture physiologically realistic anatomy, and to simulate fully 3D and time dependent dynamics, but the setup requires a series of assumptions and simplifications, which need to be carefully examined and justified. Experimental models, consequently, provide an excellent counterpart to reduced and computational models by providing physical tests under various physiological and pathological conditions. However, a faithful experimental replication of the physiological mechanics of the UUT may require systems of greater technological complexity (and potentially cost) than the ones reported so far.

For any modeling methodology, it is always helpful to use clinical references to establish the appropriate assumptions and physiologically meaningful parameters in order to have clinically relevant results, as detailed in Section 2. The availability of reduced-order models, computational tools, and experimental platforms means that a synergistic approach to UUT studies is possible through collective efforts. As such, a consensus between researchers and clinicians appears necessary to establish a mutual understanding of the most pressing issues in modern urological practice, directing the forthcoming research studies from a practical perspective.

The multiphysics and multiscale nature of the urinary system also inspires the utilization of tools and methodologies from several other research fields. For instance, biodegradable stents have drawn much attention in recent years, but no computational or experimental studies have demonstrated their performance against biofilm and encrustation over clinically relevant time scales. Such studies, together with recent advances in 4D printing (Sydney Gladman et al., 2016), may enable optimization of the design of ureteral stents by prescribing desired properties. Meanwhile, several studies in microbiology have shown the influence of fluid mechanical characteristics on microbial behavior (Kim, Olympiou, McCoy, Irwin, & Rimer, 2020; Laffite et al., 2016; Salta et al., 2013; Zalewska-Piatek et al., 2020) especially the correlation between the micro-scale shear stress field and the mobility or attachment of bacteria (Rusconi & Stocker, 2015; Sherman et al., 2019). These efforts will open new avenues to the study of urinary flows, leading to novel ideas and solutions for various urological symptoms, ultimately contributing to the well-being of individual patients.
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APPENDIX

The value of various parameters used in previous UUT models are given in the following tables, along with the physiological range taken from clinical references as detailed in Section 2. One may use these tables to find out which cases have been investigated before, and fill in the gaps with new UUT models for other patho-physiological conditions.

Tables A1–A5

**TABLE A1** Checklist of previous studies of urinary tract using different modeling methods on various physiological and pathological conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduced models</th>
<th>Computational models</th>
<th>Experimental models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VUR</strong></td>
<td>Cummings et al. (2004), Waters et al. (2008), Siggers et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Razavi and Jouybar (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External obstruction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table A1 (Continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reduced models</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interluminal flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single side hole geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lykoudis and Roos (1970)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roos and Lykoudis (1971)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cummings et al. (2004)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bykova and Regirer (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siggers et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vahidi et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bevan et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carugo et al. (2013)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2015a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2015b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villanueva et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gómez-Blanco et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takaddus and Chandy (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosayyebi et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, Baba, and Suh (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, and Baba (2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aData obtained from porcine model.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Resting pressure (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Ureter inlet pressure (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Ureter outlet pressure (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Voiding pressure (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Peristalsis wave speed (cm/s)</th>
<th>Flow rate (ml/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical reference</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12–15</td>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>≥20</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lykoudis and Roos (1970)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths (1987)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cummings et al. (2004)⁴</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4, 20⁴</td>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>30, 50</td>
<td>0.5, 4 (diabete)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bykova and Regirer (2005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20.4–27.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siggers et al. (2009)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloussi et al. (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>38.3 ± 11.5 (male)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32 ± 10.6 (female)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vahidi et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bevan et al. (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.57 (0.29 – 0.92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carugo et al. (2013)⁵</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2015a)</td>
<td>0.5, 1, 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2015b)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.38, 2.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gómez-Blanco et al. (2016)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.8⁴</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosayyebi et al. (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (0.8–1.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, Baba, and Suh (2020)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.21, 0.275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, and Baba (2020)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>167–667</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁴Data obtained from porcine model.
### TABLE A4  Parameters of various stent configurations that have been previously studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Outer diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Internal diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Angular arrangement of SH (°)</th>
<th>SH radius (mm)</th>
<th>Vertex angle (°)</th>
<th>Number of SH (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cummings et al. (2004)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong et al. (2006)</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90, 180</td>
<td></td>
<td>0, 11, 17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waters et al. (2008)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siggers et al. (2009)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2015a)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>90, 180</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0, 11, 22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2015b)</td>
<td>45, 90, 180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauda et al. (2017)</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1.5, 2.0</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosayyebi et al. (2019)</td>
<td>180, 400</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.240.5</td>
<td>45, 90, 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, Baba, and Suh (2020)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0, 90, 180, 270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0, 11, 23, 47</td>
<td>16, 32, 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, and Baba (2020)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.67–2.67</td>
<td>1–1.67</td>
<td>45, 90, 180</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0, 11, 23, 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Angular arrangement prescribes the angular location of side holes along the longitudinal axis. SH stands for side hole. Vertex angle defines the vertex angle of the stent wall at the side hole opening.

### TABLE A5  Material properties of artificial urine from clinical references and previous studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Kinematic viscosity (cm²/s)</th>
<th>Dynamic viscosity (g/cm s)</th>
<th>Density (g/cc)</th>
<th>pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical reference</td>
<td>0.0083 (37°C) 0.0069 (42°C)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>~6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lykoudis and Roos (1970)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths (1987)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlick and Planz (1998)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.9 (5–9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choong et al. (2000)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cummings et al. (2004)</td>
<td>0.00654</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waters et al. (2008)</td>
<td>0.00654</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siggers et al. (2009)</td>
<td>0.00654</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vahidi et al. (2011)</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carugo et al. (2014)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2015b)</td>
<td>0.00654</td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takaddus and Chandy (2018)</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobbs et al. (2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.8–8.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosayyebi, Manes, et al. (2018)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosayyebi et al. (2019)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Kim, Choi, Lee, Baba, and Suh (2020)</td>
<td>0.00654</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>